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Instagram’s interaction rate for branded
posts plummets as competition grows:
Forrester
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#NYFW has  more than 1 million mentions  on Ins tagram

 
By CHANT AL T ODE

While Instagram still has one of the higher user interaction rates for branded posts, the
level of engagement is still down significantly from last year at the same time that more
marketers are maintaining a presence on the network, according to new research from
Forrester Research.

The research reveals that while brands have been posting an average of 4.9 times per
week on Instagram so far this year, up from 3.1 percent last year, the interaction rate
dropped to 2.3 percent in 2015 from 4.2 during the same period. The good news is that the
interaction rate with branded posts on Facebook is up, likely due to the fact that marketers
are paying to promote them to more users, according to the brief, How Top Brands Are
Using Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

“While B2C marketers are becoming more active on social networks, the vast majority of
their followers haven’t seemed to notice,” said Nate Elliott, vice president and principal
analyst at Forrester Research, as well as co-author of the report.
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"In fact, our review of brands’ social profiles found that marketers are doing more work
but generating less attention.”

Is anyone there?
A key takeaway from the review of the social network activity of 50 top global brands is
that marketing on social networks continues to grow more challenging as the competition
grows to grab users’ attention.

The percentage of top brands’ social followers who like, commented on or shared brand
posts was already low in 2014 and has fallen significantly so far in 2015 on Instagram,
Pinterest, Google +  and Twitter.

Interaction only grew significantly on Facebook – 0.22 percent this year, up from 0.07
percent last year – which Forrester is attributing to the fact that more brands are paying to
promote their Facebook posts to a larger number of users.

On Pinterest, the interaction rate has dropped to 0.04 percent in 2015, down from 0.1
percent last year. On Google + , 0.04 percent of users are interacting with brand posts this
year, down from 0.07 percent last year.

On LinkedIn, the interaction rate is mostly unchanged at around 0.05 percent. On Twitter,
user interaction is at 0.027 percent this year, down from 0.035 percent last year.

Social butterflies
Brands increasingly recognize the need to have a presence on social media. The biggest
growth in 2015 is on newer social networks, with 88 percent of leading brands now on
LinkedIn, up from 60 percent last year, while 84 percent are on Instagram, up from 58
percent.

Google +  now attracts 82 percent of brands, up from 64 percent, while Pinterest is  used by
58 percent of brands, up from 50 percent.

The leading social networks also continue to attract brands, with 96 percent now on
Twitter, up from 94 percent last year, and 90 percent on Facebook, up from 82 percent.

Brands are also more active on social networks, with top brands posting an average of
18.3 times on Twitter each week, up from 17.5 times last year. This is also almost three
times more than they post on Facebook, which sees an average of 6.5 posts from each
brand per week, barely up from 6.3 last year.

On Pinterest, brands are posting at the same level – 9.9 times per week – while on
LinkedIn, the number of posts has dropped to 4.7 per week from 5.7 last year. The activity
level on Google+ has barely increased from 3.5 posts per week last year to 3.6 this year.

Following the herd
Follower counts on social networks are skyrocketing, with top brands now averaging 18.1
million Facebook fans each, more than doubling the 8.7 million they could have expected
last year.



 

On Google + , brands now average 1.6 million followers, up from 863,000 while on
Twitter, brands can expect 1.5 million followers, up from 812,000. On Instagram, brands
now see 1 million followers, up from just 208,000 last year. On Pinterest, they have just
42,000 followers, up from 16,000 and on LinkedIn, there are 726,000 vs. 545,000 in 2014.

Forrester urges marketers to focus on the audience they want to market to first and define
the social behaviors of these consumers. Once that is done, marketers can build their
strategy.

“We know it’s  useful for marketers to benchmark their own social programs against those
of leading marketers – that is why we wrote this report,” Mr. Elliott said. “But when you
plan your social efforts, you shouldn’t lose sight of an even more important set of data:
your audience’s social behaviors and preferences.”

Final Take
Chantal Tode is senior editor on Mobile Marketer, New York
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